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NEWEST POST
A Bootiful Podcast: Netflix’s Paul Bakker and Kavitha Srinivasan on scaling Spring Boot and Spring GraphQL
Engineering | Josh Long |  April 04, 2024 | ...
Read more

Spring Functions Catalog 5.0.0‐M2 & Spring Cloud Stream Applications 2024.0.0-M1 Available
Releases | Corneil du Plessis |  April 03, 2024 | ...
On behalf of the team and everyone who has contributed, I’m happy to announce that Spring Functions Catalog 5.0.0-M2 and Spring Cloud Stream Applications 2024.0.0-M1 has been released and is now available from Spring Milestone Repo.

This release updates all of the applications to use Spring Functions Catalog.
Release notes are available:

	Spring Functions Catalog
	Stream Applications


We welcome feedback and contributions, so please reach out to us on Stackoverflow or Spring Functions Catalog - GitHub or Stream Applications - GitHub.


Read more
Spring Tips: Hello, Java 22!
Engineering | Josh Long |  April 03, 2024 | ...
Hi, Spring fana! In this installment, I look at the amazing, just-released, Java 22!



Read more
This Week in Spring - April 2nd, 2024
Engineering | Josh Long |  April 03, 2024 | ...
Welcome, welcome, welcome, to another installment of This Week in Spring! You know, we've come a long way since you and I last spoke. It's April already! A new month! How bizarre. And, with the dawning of a new month, we're also more than 25% through this year! I sure hope you're paying attention. That little tidbit's blowing my mind!

Yesterday, by the way, was the first of April, and the tenth birthday of the first generally available 1.0 version of Spring Boot, released on the 1st of April, 2024. Happy birthday, Spring Boot!

Tomorrow, by the way, I'll have a brand new not-to-be-missed video on Java 22 over on our humble YouTube channel, do not miss that…


Read more
Spring Cloud 2023.0.1 (aka Leyton) Has Been Released
Releases | Ryan Baxter |  March 28, 2024 | ...
On behalf of the community, I am pleased to announce that the General Availability (RELEASE) of the Spring Cloud 2023.0.1 Release Train is available today. The release can be found in Maven Central. You can check out the 2023.0.1 release notes for more information.

Notable Changes in the 2023.0.1 Release Train

Based on Spring Boot 3.2.4.

See the GitHub project for all changes made in this release.

Spring Cloud Kubernetes

	Add support for selective namespaces in Fabric8 LoadBalancer implementation (#1604)


Spring Cloud Function

	Added native support for deploying and processing WEB Workloads as AWS Lambda with sample provided here
	Fixed filter registration in WEB support for AWS Lambda
	Fixed SNapStart processing in WEB support for AWS Lambda

…

Read more
Spring for GraphQL 1.2.6 released
Releases | Brian Clozel |  March 28, 2024 | ...
I am pleased to announce that Spring for GraphQL 1.2.6 is now available on Maven Central.

This release closes 8 issues. It is a bit off our usual cycle but we wanted to fix particular issues a give an early chance to external integrations to release against this version.

The 1.2.6 version will ship with Spring Boot 3.1.11 and 3.2.5, to be released next month.

How can you help?

If you have general questions, please ask on stackoverflow.com using the spring-graphql tag.

Project Page | GitHub | Issues | Documentation | Stack Overflow


Read more
A Bootiful Podcast: Joseph Ottinger and Andrew Lombardi on "Beginning Spring 6"
Engineering | Josh Long |  March 28, 2024 | ...
Hi, Spring fans! In this episode I'm joined by Java luminaries and Apress' Beginning Spring 6 authors Joseph Ottinger and Andrew Lombardi



Read more
This Week in Spring - March 26th, 2024
Engineering | Josh Long |  March 26, 2024 | ...
Hi, Spring fans! Welcome to another installment of This Week in Spring!

	Sam Brannen shares some good news: a null-safe Index operator for the Spring Expression Language (SpEL) is coming to Spring Framework 6.2!
	This is interesting, and a nice application of AI (do I even need to spell out "artificial intelligence" anymore?): localize applications with Spring AI
	this is a neat guide by community member Wim Deblauwe over on InfoQ: A Practical Guide to Building an API Back End with Spring Boot - version 2
	James Ward, founder of the WebJars project and a legend in his own right, invites folks to contribute feedback on the new webjars-locator-lite module, created by the…



Read more
Reflectionless Templates With Spring
Engineering | Dave Syer |  March 22, 2024 | ...
A few Java libraries have shown up recently that use text templates, but compile to Java classes at build time. They can thus claim to some extent to be "reflection free". Together with potential benefits of runtime performance, they promise to be easy to use and integrate with GraalVM native image compilation, so they are quite interesting for people just getting started with that stack in Spring Boot 3.x. We take a look at a selection of libraries (JStachio, Rocker, JTE and ManTL) and how to get them running.

The source code for the samples is in GitHub and each template engine has its own…


Read more
Spring Modulith 1.2 M3 released
Releases | Oliver Drotbohm |  March 22, 2024 | ...
I am happy to announce the availability of Spring Modulith 1.2 M3. It contains a couple of dependency upgrades, bug fixes but the following new features primarily:

	Support for open application modules – Application modules can now be declared as open, which gives other modules full access to the open module's internals. Primarily intended for scenarios in which Spring Modulith is introduced in existing, sub-optimally structured projects.
	Support for package info types – Kotlin does not directly support annotating packages as it doesn't know an equivalent of package-info.java. Package-level configuration annotations such as @ApplicationModule or @NamedInterface can now be used on types annotated with @PackageInfo.
	@ApplicationModuleListener now exposes @EventListener's condition…
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Get the Spring newsletter
Thank you for your interest. Someone will get back to you shortly.
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Get ahead
VMware offers training and certification to turbo-charge your progress.
Learn moreGet support
Tanzu Spring Runtime offers support and binaries for OpenJDK™, Spring, and Apache Tomcat® in one simple subscription.
Learn moreUpcoming events
Check out all the upcoming events in the Spring community.
View all
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